


My Friend,

 Welcome to my first original collection of classic strategy entitled 
“Zhadu : Legend of the Sharing.” Originally created in 1993, this 
latest edition includes an enriched narrative and storyline that will 
provide timeless moments of challenge and intrigue.
 Zhadu is the first chapter of a sacred journey told through the eyes of 
a fictional traveller named “Hakummar.” By way of his journals and 
letters, we will slowly unveil the secrets that lie within this ancient 
practice known as Zhadu.
 Thank you for taking the time to experience one of my many gifts 
to come. I am honored by your presence and wish you peace in the days 
to follow.

Be Well,

R.A. Frederickson
Master Ludician 

 



           “In moments of loss, we breathe each other real.”
                           -Fengar the old

 



M  y journey continues to be a long one. My eyes shy away        
        from the faintest light. My hands shiver at the slightest 
touch of wind. Perhaps a warm blanket and a good night’s rest 
would do me good. I must admit that sometimes I long for such 
comforts, but there is a fire inside me that has served as my refuge. 
A longing that burns away my letters of learning. 
 Although I am no stranger to exploring what remains hidden 
from first view, I must admit that there are some secrets whose 
treasure lies not in what is to be discovered, but in what is to be 
remembered....

Hakummar
1st Moon, Sun of Renewal

 







           “In the sand of dreams, the heart whispers in song.”
                           -Tale of the Firesong

 



T  here is a presence about the board of Zhadu that is un- 
       mistakenly rare and unique. It consists of a darkened wood 
that has been shaped to that of a diamond. On its surface, lines 
have been engraved to reveal eight triangles. Each one of which 
is in exact dimension to the others. Although unmarked, there 
are four places within each triangle for a stone to reside - the 
center and near the three corners. 
 It is this compliment of being hidden and yet revealed that 
eludes to mastery in craftsmanship on the part of its artisan. An 
austerity  has been imposed on any decorative considerations. 
‘What is necessary shall remain,’ I imagine is the mantra. A 
lightness of impression that befits those who frequent this ocean 
of sand called desert.

Hakummar
 3rd Moon, Sun of Renewal

 





M  any paths of Zhadu remain hidden from the onset. It    
           is crucial to know how to walk before deciding on ones 
destination. “The path you travel are the steps you leave behind.” 
Guhrel once remarked.
 The keys to this understanding lies within the knowledge of 
how one travels within a particular triangle. When a stone is in 
the center of a triangle, it may be moved to a corner within that 
triangle. When this occurs, the stone has been moved a single 
space.

Hakummar
 9th Moon, Sun of Renewal





 L  ines on the board give hint as to where we may travel.   
      It is often true when considering one efforts inside that a 
triangle. When a stone is on the corner of a triangle, it may be 
moved to another corner within that triangle. When this occurs, 
the stone has been moved a single space.

Hakummar
 11th Moon, Sun of Renewal

 
 





W  hen a stone is on the corner of a triangle, it may be   
           moved to the center within that triangle. When this 
occurs, the stone has been moved a single space.
 This gesture of travelling to the center is a common theme 
of the tales I have heard thus far. The longing to return to that 
which seems so far away, is expressed in the very eyes of those 
who have shared their welcome. I have been befriended by such 
comforts as my own journey continues. 
 

Hakummar
 15th Moon, Sun of Renewal





G uhrel seemed fond of offering wisdom in my moments  
         of repose, “Along the edges of who we are is where we 
must travel well.” 
 When you seek to travel from one triangle to another, a stone 
must be moved along the adjacent corners. When this occurs, 
the stone has been moved a single space. 

Hakummar
 16th Moon, Sun of Renewal







       “Sometimes when we move, the world moves with us.”
                          -Guhrel

 



T he Stones of Zhadu are few in number. There are ten   
        stones in total, one of each kind is given so that a person 
will have five to begin with. The stones range in size and at-
tributes. Since they have no particular names, I have decided to 
provide my own for the sake of reference and conversation.   
 There is no mention of the history of the stones themselves. 
As there remains nothing written regarding such, I must rely 
on the stories, myths and tales spoken of by those who know. A 
common thread shared through what I have heard involves an 
old custom which may prove to be revealing.
 It is told that at one time, it was a tradition for the seeker to 
be given the task of finding their own five stones. They could not 
be any ordinary stones, but those that in some way belonged to 
them. It is said that this journey alone teaches one trust in the 
heart whisper. I have spoken to those whose quest involved many 
years of searching. For some, almost half a lifetime.

Hakummar
 24th Moon, Sun of Renewal 
 





T  he Stone of One, (1s), is the smallest amongst the other      
     stones.  It may only be moved a single space. Although it is 
limited in its range, it can prove to be formidable on occasion. 
Patience is required to gain the full merit of its nature. 

Hakummar
 25th Moon, Sun of Renewal





T he Stone of One may remove an opponent’s stone when  
        it lies within its range. This occurs when the resting place 
of the opponent’s stone is a single space away from your Stone 
of One.

Hakummar
 26th Moon, Sun of Renewal 





T  he Stone of Two, (2s), is the next smallest in size amongst  
    the other stones. When travelling with this stone it must be 
moved two spaces. Each of these two spaces must be unique. As 
with all things of value in life, each step must be a new one.   
     If another stone lies within its path, you may not pass through 
it. You must find another way.  

Hakummar
 24th Moon, Sun of Renewal
 





T  he Stone of Two may only remove an opponent’s stone  
     on the last of the two spaces that you are moving to when 
travelling. You are not permitted to remove more than a single 
stone when travelling. 

Hakummar
 27th Moon, Sun of Renewal
 





T he Stone of Three, (3s), is next to the largest in size      
     among the other stones. Its range far exceeds those stones 
spoken of beforehand. When travelling with this stone, it must 
be moved three spaces. Each of these spaces must be unique. You 
may not pass through other stones. 
 I shall learn well this stone for it holds the key to unlocking 
the secrets of the lost art of the Gaze. 

Hakummar
 29th Moon, Sun of Renewal





T  he Stone of Three may only remove an opponent’s stone 
    on the last of the three spaces that you are moving to when 
travelling. As with all stones, you are not permitted to remove 
more than a single stone when travelling.
 There are some who praise this stone for its balance in size 
among the others. I must admit that I am unaccustomed to such 
ways of favoring. For what is a stone compared to the heart that 
would guide it? 

Hakummar
 34th Moon, Sun of Renewal





T  he Open Stone, (123s), is the most unique amongst all    
    the other  stones. Its face bears a circle to mark its difference 
from that of the other stones. When travelling with this stone, 
it may move one, two or three spaces. Each of these spaces must 
be unique when travelling two or more.  As with the others, you 
may not pass through other stones that lie in its path.
 I have inquired much regarding the history of this particular 
stone. It is this choice in how you may reach your destination that 
gives this stone a special consideration. There are several myths 
that I am investigating. I hope to ascertain the truth before my 
time here has expired. 

Hakummar
 37th Moon, Sun of Renewal
 





T he Open Stone may only remove an opponent’s stone on  
    the last space it is moving to when travelling. As with all 
stones, you are not permitted to remove more than a single stone 
when travelling.

Hakummar
 44th Moon, Sun of Renewal





T  he Stone of Four, (4s), is the largest amongst the other   
     stones. Its size is only matched by its greatness in reach.      
   When travelling with this stone, it must be moved four spaces. 
Each of these spaces must be unique. You may not pass through 
other stones as well. 

Hakummar
 47th Moon, Sun of Renewal





T  he Stone of Four may only remove an opponent’s stone  
     on the last of the four spaces that you are moving to when 
travelling. As with all stones, you are not permitted to remove 
more than a single stone when travelling.
 There is an unspoken reverance for this particular stone. For 
some, it is the very symbol of that which they seek. For others, the 
sheer power in  range makes it worthy of admiration. For myself, 
I have come to learn that there is a season for all things.... 

Hakummar
 50th Moon, Sun of Renewal







         “The gift is in the giving.”
              -Anonymous

 



Y  our intention in Zhadu is to “remember the Sharing.”     
        There are many roads to this particular end. Each kind of 
stone has it own unique path, some harder to travel than others. 
The path you choose is determined by the very first stone you 
remove from your opponent.
 The Sharing is remembered when the sum value of the first 
and last stone you capture is equal to four. When you have 
achieved this goal, the play has ended. Any other stones you 
capture beforehand remain removed and the play continues. 
 For instance, if the first stone you capture is the..
    ..(4s), then you have “remembered the Sharing.”
       ..(123s), then you must capture the ‘1s’, ‘2s’ or  ‘3s’.
    ..(3s), then you must capture the ‘1s’ or the ‘123s’.
       ..(2s), then you must capture the ‘123s’.
       ..(1s), then you must capture the ‘3s’ or the ‘123s’.

Hakummar
 9th Moon, Sun of Giving 







        “In the time of eyes, all shall be seen.”
               -Nazr the wise

 



T he Offering is the initial stage of Zhadu whereupon each  
      person alternates placing one of their stones on the surface. 
There are five designated spaces on each side of the surface where 
a stone may be placed. This phase is considered a true expression 
of one’s understanding of Zhadu. It is crucial that one consider 
each and every moment.  
 I am fortunate to have recalled one of my earlier lessons along 
the way of  Zhadu. This one in particular was with the desert 
sage named “Guhrel”. A befitting start with this most gracious 
host of the sands.

Hakummar
 13th Moon, Sun of Giving 





















































T he play ended as Guhrel’s Stone of Four, (4s), removed  
      my Open Stone, (123s), with much ease. And since his 
first capture was my Stone of Three, (3s), the addition of this 
new capture enabled him to “remember the Sharing.” 
 This was one of my first steps in the way of Zhadu. Patience is  
required of those who walk this path. I shall endeavor to remain 
vigilant in nurturing my understanding.  As the Friends say, “The 
journey is a long one, for one’s first step is always the last.”

Hakummar
 22nd Moon, Sun of Giving 





For more information on “Zhadu: Legend of the Sharing” and 
other original collections of classic strategy by R.A.Frederickson, 
please send your requests to the following:

R.A.Frederickson, Inc.
The Art of Classic Strategy
120 Maple Avenue
South Bound Brook, NJ 08880
http://www.rafrederickson.com 
info@rafrederickson.com
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